Adjectives of Comparison

A.	Complete the following with the correct forms of the adjectives in the
brackets.
1. Julia’s house is _________ than Robert’s. (pretty)
2. Manoj is a _________ athlete than Shrey. (good)
3. My sister’s new dress is _________ than my mother’s. (beautiful)
4. The patient’s condition has got _________ than yesterday. (bad)
5. These two children are the _________ of the lot. (naughty)
B.	Put the adjectives in brackets in the correct order to complete the
sentences.
1.

My friend gave me a _________ (cotton, beautiful, pink) shirt on my
birthday.

2.

My grandmother has a _________ (small, old, porcelain, green) teapot.

3.

Rahul bought a pair of _________ (blue, denim, expensive) jeans.

4.

We have a _________ (glass, round, big) bowl that my grandma gave my
mother.

5.

Rohini has a _________ (little, white, French) poodle.

6.

I sat on a _________ (Italian, brown, square) leather chair.

7.

I really like your _________ (green, long, emerald) necklace.

8.

The baby has _________ (white, tiny, soft) hands.

9.

The thief snatched my _________ (round, leather, black) bag.

10. Can you lend me your _________ (woollen, orange, big) socks?
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Answers
A.
1. Julia’s house is prettier than Robert’s. (pretty)
2. Manoj is a better athlete than Shrey. (good)
3. My sister’s new dress is more beautiful than my mother’s. (beautiful)
4. The patient’s condition has got worse than yesterday. (bad)
5. These two children are the naughtiest of the lot. (naughty)
B.
1.

My friend gave me a beautiful, pink, cotton shirt on my birthday.

2.

My grandmother has a small, old, green, porcelain teapot.

3.

Rahul bought a pair of expensive, blue, denim jeans.

4.

We have a big, round, glass bowl that my grandma gave my mother.

5.

Rohini has a little, white, French poodle.

6.

I sat on a square, brown, Italian leather chair.

7.

I really like your long, green, emerald necklace.

8.

The baby has soft, tiny, white hands.

9.

The thief snatched my round, black, leather bag.

10. Can you lend me your big, orange, woollen socks?
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